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“As a lawmaker committed to ensuring a fair and impartial 
judiciary, I strongly support the candidacy of Attorney 
Joshua Prince to succeed the vacancy on the 
Commonwealth Court created by the departure of Judge 
Kevin Brobson. I and many of my colleagues have worked 
directly with Mr. Prince, and our communities have 
benefited from his civil rights advocacy. I can think of no 
other person who has demonstrated by thought and deed 
a greater commitment to constitutional adherence and a 
philosophy of judicial restraint. The Commonwealth will 
benefit from having Mr. Prince serve on the 
Commonwealth Court. 
 
Mr. Prince has practiced before the federal courts 
including the U.S. Supreme Court, and he is a member of 
the bar in Maryland and Pennsylvania. His advocacy 
includes dozens of cases argued before Pennsylvania appellate courts—most often the 
Commonwealth Court on which he wishes to serve. Mr. Prince has litigated cases including civil 
liberties matters largely concentrating on second amendment protections, workers compensation 
claims, to mental health freedoms and challenges to the COVID states of emergency.  
 
Attorney Prince’s credentials indicate that he is fully qualified for the Commonwealth Court. The 
people of Pennsylvania can be certain that in Mr. Prince they will be getting a strict constructionist 
who holds both our state’s constitution and U.S. Constitution in reverence and is committed to 
upholding them." 
 
 
Prince had this to say about the endorsement: 
 
“I am grateful for the experience of working alongside public servants in the state legislature who 
diligently defend the Constitutional rights of Pennsylvanians such as Rep. Maloney. David’s 
endorsement means a great deal to me, and I’m moved by the deliberate recognition he has made 
about my record of achieving victory for our foundational freedoms. 
 
I will endeavor to serve Pennsylvanians with the same determination as a Commonwealth Court 
Judge that I have demonstrated on my path of defending Constitutional rights in the courtroom as an 
attorney.” 


